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HOW I WAS DRAGGED, KICKING AND-SCREAMING, INTO 
..... THE ARENA AS A RELUCTANT A^A^ON 1ST OF THE NEW

THING
By Sam Moskowitz

I am no longer young. Rapidly moving into middle age, oc
cupied with editing three trade magazines, supervising a full-time 
editorial staff of six, what little time remains is devoted to sci
ence fiction research and reporting on the results of same. I avoid 
crusades. The time involved with them can cost me money to be made 
in more lucrative assignments.

For that reason and for the reason that it didn’t really arouse 
any special emotion either pro or con, I have up to now made no 
statement about The New Thing, formerly called The New Wave; that is 
supposed to be exemplified by the writings of J. G. Ballard, Brian 
Aldiss and various others contributing to the British New Worlds.

I had tolerated seemingly senseless barbs in print by various 
members of the New Thing movement, but as Harry Harrison began to 
express these in public, at the Eastern Science Fiction Association 
meeting of Sept. 10, 1967 in Newark, N.J., I felt moved to ask why 
these persistent attacks on me, since I had never said anything spe
cif ical?_y against the group in public or in print at any time.

He replied that my views were on the record. I responded that 
I liked some of the things that Ballard and Aldiss had done, and 
had even editorially termed Aldiss ’’one'bright new author/3 He said 
that while that was'a point in my favor, it would in no way affect 
the fact that I was, whether I wanted to be or not, an enemy of The 
New Thing and would have to accept the consequences,

I implored him to tell me what I might do to curby favor with 
the movement and avoid an altercation. He replied that there was 
nothing, since the doors had shut in my mind at the age of eight, 

- that my reading was too circumscribed to permit me to begin to under- 
stand' what The New Thing was about. Besides, I had once implied that 
’’The D^k Light Years/’ by Brian Aldiss, which had been dedicated 
to Harry Harrison, might be less than a masterpiece; therefore, there 
was no succor,

-■ - I have always believed that if a man or group acts against you 
without reason, you should give him (or it) one. In the future, I 
will apply this philosophy to The New Thing. In the meantime, I am

- very worried about Harry Hai'rison. Does he actually believe it is 
a complement to have a book that is about and full of shit dedicated 
to him'/

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: Writers who delve into the ”profundities” 
of excrement' at great length . suffer from a constipation of thought 
and a diarrhea of.words. I.-. -
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BLISH ON BLISH 
a book review 

By Sam. Moskowitz

ISSlffi^AT HAND by William Atheling Jr., Edited and with an intro
duction oy James Blish, Advent: Publishers, Chicago, 1964, 136 pages

One of the great frustrations of modem science fiction writers 
has been the elimination of reader columns in many of the magazines 
and tae diminution of these sections in others, ’’Man does not live by 
brea_ c..lone applies in spades to the writer. An occasional book re
view (if he is-fortunate enough to" have a book published) helps as
suage the need, but does not entirely compensate for it.

Most conscious of this void has- been James Blish. He not only 
has lamented the dearth of reader commentary in print; he has preached 
its resurgence from the pulpit of the science'fiction.convention.

4 ,Si?ce J commenced the professional phase of my career by sell- 
ing ^ctioi^ in 1940, I am entirely empathetic to the lament and'sense 

.of loss experienced by Mr. Blish, I have made mental photostats, en- 
t^ged type is a fbot had them framed and
hung in the best-lighted corridors of my mind;-- comments on such of 

the Stars»»■ (Planet Stories, winter 1941): 
s£wthe Sam Moskowitz was unchallenged for the number

V?* 77 Milton Lesser; ’’I rate it as one of the best I have read 
" tT?-.*. t^e; a definite first place for ’Man of the Stars”’ —

Wi tiam A.. Conover; "Seriously, I consider his ’Man of the Stars’ one 
im.T 3 * ®tories I have ever read” — Josephine Morrison;
i 01 .he Stars’ was the best story" — Larry Shaw; "Moskowitz 
leads oil a really brilliant parade with something new in SF — A 
truly gifted piece of writing" — C. Hidley. In fact, the only crit- 
icj.sm in lx pages of six-point type of readers’ letters was”*" from 
Damon Knignt, and even that was inadvertently flattering because he 
took two-thirds of a page just to talk about met

J>he immortal lines of George Gobel, "You just can’t hardly get that kind no more.”

Blish publishes two chapters on the need for a revival of rea- 
?erL4columns in science fiction magazines in this volume. This is a 
legitimate view,--worthy of airing and consideration, and one which 
can applauded*by fellow writers. But how this apparently .long
standing need, was r acted upon by.Blish is disconcertingly shown.in vlllS u)oolc® , ’ \ ■ -

- = James'Blish begah to use the pen name of William Atheling, Jr.,
& <.he?lu,m entitled "Pro-Phile" which he inaugurated

Su*3®®1*?' 1952, issue of Sky Hook, a Fantasy Amateur Press Asso
ciation magazine'published by Redd Boggs. Ezra Pound, a grand passion 
ft James Blish’s, once wrote music criticism for a Paris paper under 

- the name of William Atheling — which explains its derivation.
’ ■ • *• A,. . /

. reasons, given by Blish for utilizing the pen name were
6 tf criticize without being "excessivly cautious" and 

that ± wanted to discuss my-own work in the column as legitimate

* included in "Exploring Other Worlds,"- Collier Books, 1963



BLISH ON BLISH — continued

occasions arose.”

He did both.

Under the guise of Atheling, Blish was repeatedly able to slip 
his name into a variety of evaluations. A typical example from his 
column in the Winter 1952-3 Sky Hook: ”If you are interested in the 
intensively rcomplicated story as a technique'of fiction — only inci
dentally because such men as van Vogt, Schmitz, Harness, Bljsh and even 
Knight himself have written science fiction by this method...” This was 
subtly intended to convey the impression that Blish was a master of 
plotting and technique, and made it possible to place his name in good 
company, implying stature through association.

The real opportunity came when a 25,000 word novelette by Blish, 
”A Case of Conscience;” was published in If, Sept, 1953, At last, Wil- 

Atheling had raw meat. His column irTthe Autumn, 1953 Sky Hook 
•admitted to ’’several re-readings.” The Illusion of objectivity was pro
vided by passages like: ’’Part of the length-of the story is contributed 
by sheer physical description of the planet, in which the author,indul
ges so .extensively as to delay telling the reader the story’s central 
problem until he is neatly two-thirds of the way through — and proba
bly losing two-thirds of his readers in the process; but the detail, as 
it turns out, is valuable, first because it establishes a slow anddis- 
curs_ve tone before the reader is plunged into the elaborate four-way 
argument which is the essence of the piece, and second because moat>of 
the details (though not all) are.integral, to the argument itself,”

Therefore, we see that when Athe^ihg talks about Blish,“eydry. 
knock becomes a boost. ■■ • ’ ,

f J ffi

Despite modest asides,-. Atheling’-Sl: real intent becomes evident as 
^%Bnc„hj-m comparing ”A Case of Conscience? to G. K. Chesterton’s 
Father.Brown* stories, and con qludipg’y d’Goneei vably, .’A Case of Conaci- 

we 1^ enough told Jas _ a stq^f th carry'a-similar general, afeal; 
intricate, it isvahytE^g^^ and it is so mqed —

as 41 • ve^ noted above -- as'to make the final argument seem highly dra- 
m.the face of obvious obstacles to such an impression...- This 

myopic considerable doing. I have made no secret of the fact that I mis- 
:^rnst the average reader’s ability to weigh technical competence, or 

'J? recognize it, so that I can make nd present assessment of the 
°f.what’Blish has done here; theoretically, he should have 

hls. audience, even though most of it will not know why it is 
33$^ $ Or?°w trick was turned; on the other hand', he may have 
captured nobody but a cross section of other writers who are in a posi- 

£P?reciaJ? how much w01* this kind of a story takes, without be- 
tO weight its effectiveness with a noh-technical* tjcmtjx unan i am. ” *

This particular evaluation ran for nearly 2,000 words. Obviously 
^hersSinhtLkl,^^ exceptional story and fedrful that, like
t Past, it would not reowve its Just due;-:Blish mav have
with\£ gener^ discussion and critical evaluation of his wwir,
with Atheling’s comments .as .the trigger. ’

of entpSn^! disappointed, ‘but not through any lack
in the ^of^Jia^to reply'to Atheling under his ora name
U C^e S SnS FW’ sayidg; "Mr‘ Atheling’s examination cf

A Qase ox Cowwxuw? is xl^crir^z and cf couraxl’o grat-’A



BLISH ON BLISH — continued

ified by his recognition of the labor which went into the story. I’d be 
prepared to defend the long conversation between my Jesuit hero and 
Ghtexas as an attempt to show the workings of the Lithian mind.... On

1 agre™ th^ the ending of the story is confusing for 
precisely the reasons Mr. Athelmg sets forth. As soon as I receive 
the galley proofs from Twayne, who will publish the story in a book 

^his winter. I’ll take pains to make the necessary changes. 
Could any crtic ask for a more practical accolade? .... I’ve discovered 
2“ b5 m7 surprise -- that much of my recent work seems to be cen- 

various kinds of faith....Mr. Atheling’s demon- 
that.ther© is a growing place for it in the magazines too 

frhiPi^^2•C2nvin<>e4rae, ®?Pecially because I can add to it as evidence
??ve b5en, buyinS from me ever since I began they^elieve?" th Wh le question of why People believe what they think

Atheling and Blish were' the same was 
^npyclope^ edited by Richard Eney. Pre- 

a^Ufanleakin various fan magazines 
commentaSfSS^S’nfyK^S0 Xi inclusion caused several
1Q6O ^Hted by Richard Bergeron in Warhoon. Jan.

B£2®n ln ^sgsract, March i960. Breen concluded a 
article, "The Case bf James Blish’s Conscience,” by seating: 

^akinS any libelous remarks about Blish, one may nevertheless
Shv Propaganda?, Would a really good book need this?
Why was Blish making an, apologetic about his own book? Was he.perhaps 

some bbe points I have brought up here? What was the state 
oi his own conscience about the whole affair? How honest is it to pre
tend objectivity as a reviewer, while reviewing one’s own book under 
’imique? a PSGUdonyra’ particularly when using adjectives like

"As Bergeron put it: ’How can you trust a man like that?’"

' In this form, Blish received a slap on the wrist for his subtext* 
luge, and that would have seemed to end the matter. Certainly the,aver
age individual would’not hav». been, proud of the exposure. Certainly, J:r 
there is a difference between reader reaction to the revelation that 
“®nfy, futtner'was Lewis Padgett writing stories like "The Twonkey" or 
that his wife, C« L. Moore, was actually Lawrence O’Donnell, author of 

Season," and the disclosure that Jim Blish was in fact posing 
as William Atheling Jr. and busily engaged in writing love .Letters to nxnis ©If ©

Society can understand an attractive woman fanning desire in a 
man she passes in public, and looks with indulgence when'he releases an 
expressive whistle of appreciation. Similarly, Blish’s deception, while 
not approved procedure, is understandable and forgivable. But his sanc- 
tixying his lapse in hard covers is comparable to our previously aroused 
male exposing his eager genitals in public. That sort of thing "just 
isn’t doneI"

Yet it all may be unblushingly found in the chapter "Cathedral 
in Space," and the only thing left to be grateful about in this blatant 
abrogation of good taste is that Blish did not also inflict on the rea
ders his letter of appreciation to AthelingI

*

As if conscious of this omission, Blish did add a 1964 commentary 
on Atheling’s 1953- with biaso asides- such as: "For example, Athel-



BLISH ON BLISH — continued

ing complains of the ’catalogues of local raw materials;’ but eventually 
it becomes important to the story that one of those raw materials is 
amazingly abundant, whei*eas certain other more likely ones ar every rare 
— and both these facts are buried in the catalogues, detective- story 
fashion, for the reader of the novel.”

What baffled me particularly in Blish’s account was his references 
to C. S, Lewis’s novels ’’Out of the Silent Planet,” ’’Perelandra” and 
’’That Hideous Strength.” I checked back to the original in Sky Hopk and 

' -they were alsd there.

' I had good reason to be puzzled.

When my book ’’Explorers of the Infinite” was published in 1963, as 
part of the promotional program I appeared on the Long John Nebel radio 
show as a guest .author for a five-hour discussion on science fiction. 

rAmong those participating'were -James'Blish, Lester del Rey, Fred Pohl ■ 
-. and Michael G'irsdanksky {"’’The Shape of Us to Come," Worlds of Tomorrow, 

July 1965). During the course of the discussion, I was outlining the 
a C. S. Lewis novel when, with considerable indignation, Blish 

interrupted me with the "correction” that my plot outline was for his 
A Case of Conscience,” When.Girsdahksky assured him that the' story I 

* was relating was indeed C, S. Lewis’, Blish gave every indication of 
never having read it. This entire session was taken down on tape and 
was preserved.

At tiro© Blish wrote and published ”A Case of Conscience;” 
♦William Atheling, Jr. had admitted his familiarity with C. S. Lewis’s 

science fiction trilogy. After the success of ”A Case of Conscience,” 
as a novel, James Blish seemed to have no memory of it.

• V-

. Atheling had said in 1953: ’’The interplanetary novels afi-0. SLewis 
Silent Planet," ’’Perelandra" and "That Hideous Strength") 

oifer mor recent examples; they set out to impose^ upon the solar system 
a strange Anglican-cum-Babylonian theology and cosmogony, with amazingly 
convincing results despite Lewis’ decidedly■foggy view of astronomy and 
most oi the other sciences he seeks to diabolize."

., k® failed to read those novels and merely referred to them
through hearsay, implying scholarship?

them, but now feared that such an admission might leave him open to a charge of derivation?

???u?»at Hand,” he makes a strange reference to my criti
cism of M. P. Shiel’s "Lord of the Sea:” "and it is ridiculous but 
characteristic of Sam Moskowitz to call the book anti-Semitic.”

Semitic^n^"^^01* Sea" is Probably the single most vicious anti-
S J 1 the entire canon of science fiction, and a prototype Semitic ref’ and Shiel returns again and againto^tl- 

tha^Rii^^f? ? in many of his works that follow, is it possible 
Pnnnd?^^ ? t5ually not read Shiel? Or dbes his admiration for Ezra 
th^m^s °JJe st?P further to embrace certain aspects of
unat man’s political and social philosophy?

The second-longest chapter in "The Issue at Hand" is devoted to a
author named Arthur Zirul, who almost“receives"more 

a . ^nL_>n uhan Heinlein* The-story, a novelette, entitled "Final Exam,”



BLISH ON BLISH — continued

t""" F7 > “» ly/ Fiction and was the first
story Zirul ever sold. He later published three more stories in 195©, 
and has not appeared since. Science fiction was merely a bit of fun for 
him; by profession he was an electrical engineer.

4 •

Blish proceeded to'rip that story apart, examining dialogue, 
grammar, plot and syntax, and then concluded that ’’this is one of the 
worsu stinkers ever to have been printed in the field.” Aside from the 
fact that the first story Blish ever had published' (which would appear 
to be Emergency Refueling,” Super Science Stories, March 1940) would not 
have survived so surgical a literary exploration as he subjected Zirul’s 

Analytical Laboratory shows Zirul beat out Walter M. Miller Jr.’s
~ Made You” in the same issue by a good margin, and was rated not too 

behind an Isaac Asimov serial. It raises the question of whether, 
B-ish s criticisms being valid, the readers of Astounding Science Fic- 
-■1— nave values different from Blish’s; and instead of the publication 

indicating ”a case of collapse on the part of a great 
editor, it is a validation that Campbell knows what his readers want!

That Zirul must have infinitely benefitted by Blish’s "criticism” 
n™, lndicated by Judith Merril’s inclusion' of his short story
The Beautiful Things” (Fantastic Universe, May 195$) in "SF: »59, The 

Year s Greatest Science Fiction and Fantasy.” * ■

. . , book runs only 135 pages, .which is far from a substan
tial quantity for five dollars. This could be justified if it was com
pensated for.’bjr quality, but the entire volume is a melange made up 
irom fan magazine columns., speeches and asides; and" some chapters are 
merely reviews of a single issue of a magazine. The best piece is the 
commentary on ^Stranger in a Strange Land” by Robert A. Heinlein,/but 
it is questionable tas, to whether eight pages are worth the price tag.

.If Blish-were* a truly outstanding and revered figure in the sci- 
ence fiction•or fantasy field, someone of the stature and reader fasci- 
nauion of F. Lovecraft, Edgar Rice Burroughs or A. Merritt, thi3 
marginalia might have a relevance and interest beyond that of trivia. 
I his does not happen to be the case.

, . ?? that a fatuous pomposity and a degree of perceptiveness of
whichthe kindest thing'that can be said is that it is warped a bit to 
the right of obtuseness., and you have flaws that are in no-way relieved 
by the patently obvious vanities and,.spites that appear to motivate 
many of the pieces. The man apparently so’badly needs to feel impor
tant that when he is not blatantly telling you why he is, he is’advising 
on how to go about changing a critical- situation to help ensure him his 
just due.

If Blish were as adroit stylistically in his criticism as even 
Damon Kinight, whom he attempts to emulate, the results might at least 
have been readable. Sadly, ’’The Issue at "'Hand” is the work of a man 
who, after years, of agonizing application,* writes criticism that moves 
about as effortlessly as an’aged pachyderm with a double hernia dragging 
himaelf„. through, the Grave
yard. . i _■



IS THE MAINSTREAM GOING SANE????? 
OR "COLIN WILSON TALKS BACK!” 

a few quotations from Mr, Wilson*s 
"The Strength to Dream" pub.. 1962

■*lt- is to b® suspected that literary pessimism is usually an ex
pression of intellectual laziness. It can be. used- as a convenient cover 
for any amount of'loose thinking. Like the surfeit of deaths at the end' 
of many a tragedy, it produces an impression of conclusiveness. Like • 
positivism, it preserves its virginity by declining to consider anything 
outside its narrow bounds. And examined on its own terms, it is almost 
impossible to refute. < i.

"The literary premises of experimental writing are closely analo
gous to those of pessimism, Pessimism discounts human effort. The: ex
treme exp^rimentalism associated with "Finnegan’s Wake" and Pound^s 
cantos discounts time and .space and all that most people understand by 
•meaning.’.,. .instead of humanism-and-optimism,..the new basis was au
thoritarianism $nd tragedy.

"As a practicing writer, I am personally concerned to discover how 
literature can again become purposeful and exuberant."

"Experimental," "New Wave" writers — are you listening???#.
How about you "?erious critics" — check your motivations 11

SF CONFRONTATION: STORYTELLING VS. NEW WAVE
by-John J. Pierce 

c -j.
(reprinted by special permission of the Daily 
Advance of Dover, N.J., Sept. 14, 1967issue)

NEW YORK— "I’m sick and tired of ’etrtiness’ in place Of art, and 
I’ve been sick and tired of it since 192C," guest of honor Lester delRey 
told the recent 25th Annual World Science Fiction Convention.

* 4

The four-day convention, attended by'more than 1,400 science fiction 
fans from across the country and overseas, was billed in advance as a 
sort of confrontation between the "storytelling" and "new wave" schools 
of thought in the SF field. That it was. / -

But it was also distinctly del Rey’s convention. And it was high 
time. Lester del Rey (his full name is Ramon Felipe San Juan Marfo Sil
vio Enrico Smith Heathcourt^Bra.ce Sierra y Alvarez del Rey y del'los 
Uerdes) is that kind of man, rare in our times, who is a success upon 
his own terms. -'v "

Long John Nebel*s legion of radio listeners know del Rey as that 
frequent guest on Long John’s nighttime show who can outdebate anyone in 
the house on anything from flying saucers to segregated schools, and who 
can unstuff a shirt faster than you can say his name.

Yet little do they know the full wonders of this remarkable person
ality.

Here is a man who was horn into poverty, and who endured repeated 
financial .reverses in his formative years.,, but who never whined, about



CONFRONTATION — continued 

the world being unfair,
Here is a -man who has almost lost his life more than once to ser

ious illness (he was saved on one occasion only by an experimental oper
ation), who can say, ’’I’ve never had a major illness I didn’t thoroughly 
enjoy — there’s something about having to fight for your life that 
brings out the best in you.”

Here is a man who abhors the'state of the world, who yet argues: 
”I’m not interested in any utopia, but in the most amount of evil that 
forces man to work toward his own perfection.”

Lester del Rey is a man who has no tolerance for the phony and the 
incompetent — and some of the promoters of the so-called "new wave" at 
the convention must have wished they’d never heard of the man.

When one Norman Spinrad complained in a panel discussion • .that 
Galaxy; magazine editor Frederik Pohl is "suppressing" the "new, impor
tant'7 works of himself and his followers, del Rey jumped to his feet 
to say: r

"I’ve read the manuscripts. I’ve seen these ’gre&t unpublished mas
terpieces.’ They STINK!” .

The current darlings of the intellectual establishment don’t rate 
too well with del Rey. On being asked once if Andy Warhol’s productions 
Were a triumph of "package over Content,” he declared:
; wNo4 they^re Andy Warhol combines
the absolute conformity of the ’noh-conformist* with the technique of 
the pseudo-intellectual critic making the audience see something 
'$hat^ npt,.there.

-,.01 ' i ih ■* •„ 4 . ■ f o

When Spinrad raved about William S. Burroughs (author of "Nova 
Express," a pastiche of pornography and SF), del Rey shot back, "I read 
two pages and regurgitated. Burroughs is sneering at his readers, and 
the so-called critics too stupid to realize it.”

Lester, del Rey will take.on literally anybody — and get away with 
it. His "For I Am a Jealous People" is the story of a minister who dis
covers that God has renounced man in favor of alien beings who are inva
ding Earth. Where does man’s responsibility lie?

Del Rey doesn’t hesitate to give the answer, as the story concludes, 
"’God has ended the ancient covenants and declared Himself an enemy of 
all mankind,’ Amos said, and the chapel seemed to roll with’his voice. 
’I say this to you: He has found a worthy opponent."’

OTHER "CON" ATTRACTIONS

Not that there weren’t other attractions at the convention. Of■ 
particular interest was the second annual "Galaxy of Fashion" show, 
which attempted to predict what the female of the species will be wear
ing in 2000.

Particularly enchanting was Barbara Silverberg’s synthetic white- 
fur bikini embedded with tiny lights that twinkled.like stars on a ro
mantic evening. One can only, hope that it wlll.be put on,the market 
even, before 2000 J • •;



CONFRONTATION — continued
*

There was a preview of one of the forthcoming ’’Star Trek” episodes, 
presented by Gene'Roddenberry, producer of the show (the script was by 
Theodore Sturgeon, a leading SF writer).

A superabundance of Mr, Spocks marked Sunday night’s costume ball; 
but there were redeeming features, such as the girl who came as C’Mell, 
the girly-girl from the late Cordwainer Smith’s "The Planet Buyer” 
(Smith’s real identity was Paul M. A. Linebarger, one of President Ken
nedy’s foreign policy advisors). Another girl spectacularly filled ano
ther fur bikini (natural this time) as Dian the Beautiful from Edgar 
Rice Burroughs’ "Pellucidar” stories,

• *

The inimitable, Isaac Asimov, recently featured in'Time magazine, 
was in top form as he argued, during a panel talk, for' retaining the 
emphasis on hard science in SF: ’’Now more than ever before, our' planet 
needs people who are-capable of talking about science to the general 
public," he declared, arguing that SF is a major training ground for 
these writers — he being a prime example.

If SF writers get lazy about their science, he predicted, "We will 
lose our richest source of science writers, with dire consequences for 
the world.

Ted White, a leading writer in the Lancer Books stable, debated 
Hollywood S® and free-lance writer Harlan Ellison, a proponent of social 
realism and the idea that "all art is madness." Said White of this move
ment, "These are people who don’t like people: they hate and fear their 
fellow man." , .

At the convention’s business session, members voted to revise the 
convention "rotation plan" to include overseas* cities every fourth yean

* »■

Heretofore, the world convention has been held arternately on the 
East/Coast , West Coast and Midwest regions of .North America. Starting in 
1970, however, the fourth year will be open to bids from anywhere out
side the continent — Germany is seeking the 1970 "WorldCon." This ac
tion pointed up the increasingly international appeal of science fiction, 
once mostly gn American phenomenon.

DEL REY TELLS:’EM

But the climax came Monday at the Awards Banquet, where SFb "Hugos;" 
named after SF pioneer Hugo Gernsback, are given annually to the novel, 
novelette, short story and'magazine voted best of the year by the fans. 
Del Rey, as guest of honor, welcomed the chance to speak his mind on 
the "new wave."

"Long after the surf riders have landed on their such and suches," 
he declared, "The ocean will still be there, the land will still be 
there, and the universe will still be there„

"Artiness is the confusion of means and ends. It confuses the tricks 
that the artist uses to pvt his passion down on paper with the passion 
itself, It is the product of little men trying to equal big men whom 
they can’t undex’stand.

"I will net try to gain fame at the risk of becoming maerdrglass. I 
am very bitter at the proselyti zing, the pimping ar.d hh® pump ?. ring that 
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are being used to try to take science fiction and drag it back, into the 
lowest depths of the mainstream*”

So-called "subjective writing" bores him: "Most people who write 
about'their own selves aren’t interesting enough even for me to wri^e 
XL" he declared. And he wants art and literature to make sense. I 
have no use for anti-rationality, particularly m science fiction, whose 
very basis is rationality*”

Del Rey is unabashedly a romantic: "Science fiction to me is such 
stuff as dreams are made around. I see nothing wrong with th • 
no reason why nightmares are superior."

Evidently the fans agreed. The "Hugos” went to Robert A. Heinlein 
for "The Moen is a Harsh Mistress" in the novel'category, Jack Vance 
for "The Last Castle" in the novelette division, and Larry Niven for 
"Neuter Star" as the best short story of the year. If, another oi 
Pohl’s publications, was voted best magazine. A raft of "new wave" nom
inations vanished into obscurity* ■

All of which was quite’pleasing to'del Rey. who knows what he wants 
"Let me master the art of dream telling," he concludeu. I want to spin 
a few dreams — and I don’t care whether it’s called art.

' ' - ■ ' NOTES ON THE CONFRONTATION:
RANDOM THOUGHTS OF A NEOFAN 

by John J. Pierce
As you can see by .the general tone of the foregoing.article, ®y 

sympathies are wholeheartedly with del Rey’s philosophy in e £ 
"confrontation." Most of the fans agree, I believe, 
articulate enough to translate their emotions into sound reasoning - 
they just know what they like. This makes the few voices like del Rey s 
all the more important. ,

It rather disgusts me to see pipsqueaks like Spinrad rant about 
how "revolutionary" they are and how’"intolerant" the fans are. In the 
case mentioned in my story, check the record and I’ll bet you find Bred 
Pohl is a lot more tolerant of him and his fellow-travelers whan ne has 
ever been of Mr. Pohl. Do the "new wave" hacks think the market owes- 
them a living it didn’t owe to previous generations of struggling 
writers?

As for being ’^revolutionary," they are — in the same way that the 
Sudeten Germans were dLn 193^1 All they want is the security of an an- 
schluss" with the monolithic pseudo-intellectual establishment that.now 
dominates the mainstream and that has just about killed off the main
stream as a'source of worthwhile fiction. As a group, they are absolute 
conformists, who'live in constant fear and terror of not being accepted 
by the "in" people who write the reviews for whatever the latest in 
publication is.

From what I can see, there is an Unholy Four heading this pack.
1. Harlan Ellison — his superficial enthusiasm, born of self-ha

tred (see Eric Hoffer on mass movements) makes him a natural leader for 
the "blow your mind" claque of writers and an admiring claque of bblow 
vour mind" fans and would-be hippies who think a story-about a jerk 
chased by a Christ-^^hoi icebox with flashing. lights is toe most pro
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found” thing that ever happened to SF.
2. Judith Merril — she started out writing stories about children 

who were Things, I understand: now she gives critical puff-jobs to fic
tional abortions she terms "New Things." Observe how she turns up her 
ncce at traditional values in SF, while reserving her greatest favors 
for life slanderers like Thomas Disch within the genre and William S. 
Burroughs and John Barth without it.

3. J. G. Ballard — the purveyor of spiritual catatonia. For a man 
to act upon his environment (that which makes Man Man) is original sin, 
to judge from his writings (see "A Question of Re-Entry," ’’The Drowned 
World’’). He claims to be a surrealist, and he certainly has plenty of 
dreams — all bad. "I’ve always thought of life as a sort of disaster 
area," mouths one of his characters in "The Burning World." This is mere 
projection — it is Ballard that is the disaster area.

4. Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. — The ultimate cynic, and a connecting link 
between "pseudolectual" critics in both SF and the mainstream, who all 
profess to see Profound Meaning in his work. Yet Vonnegut himself took 
it upon himself'recently to chide critics for issuing moaning in "The 
Sirens of Titan," pointing out that there isn’t any. That’s hard to ar
gue with — but to a "pseudolectual," meaninglessness itself is the most 
"profound" thing going.

What is the common denominator of these Unholy Four? Why do they 
see each other as soul brothers? Why do lesser lights of the "new wave1’ 
traipse after them, notebooks in hand? Ted White put his finger on the 
reason at the WorldCon when, referring to such writers as Thomas Disch, 
he observed, "These are people who don’t like people — they hate and 
fear their fellow man."

Why this hatred? It is because the negative elements in the "new 
wave" identify with the dogma of nihilism that is the comers tone of the 
modern mainstream — the dogma that all life and all existence is "mean
ingless" and "absurd" and that it is the sacred duty of the artist to go 
around trying to convince everybody else that "life is not worth living."

-Now science fiction originally evolved out of the Romantic tradi
tion, and has traditionally been written by people who accept life, and 
who find purpose and enjoyment in it, and reject the. "cult of the mean
inglessColin Wilson has denounced this cult in his book, "The Strength 
to Dream," and praised science fiction for escaping it. But much of.the 
"new wave" is produced by individuals who find their own lives "meaning
less" and "absurd" and who can find safety only in numbers.

"It is chiefly the unreasonable hatreds," writes Eric Hoffer (in 
"The True Believer"), "That drive us to merge with those who hate as we 
do, and it is this kind of hatred that serves as one of the most effec
tive cementing agents,"

Where is this hatred directed? A quote from Philip Wylie (in "When 
Worlds Collide") may be instructive: "There is no hate like that of men 
who have lost their morale, against those who have retained it,"

As Robert A. Heinlein has noted, the mainstream is "sick and dying;" 
It is sick and dying because it has notning to offer but J: he anti-novel, 
anti-hero, the cult of the meaningless and the falJ.acy of tiiSignifxemme. 
It’s time for a. Holy War against the prowaainstrearn "naw wave1 pnenios-


